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DUNCAN HARDY, Associative Political Culture in the Holy Roman Em -
pire: Upper Germany, 1346–1521, Oxford Historical Monographs (Ox -
ford: Oxford University Press, 2018), xvii + 302 pp. ISBN 978 0 19
882725 2. £75.00

In this book, which is based on his Oxford doctoral thesis supervised
by John Watts and submitted in 2015, Duncan Hardy, currently
Assistant Professor in the Department of History at the University of
Central Florida, asks what constituted the Holy Roman Empire as a
political entity from the fourteenth to the sixteenth century. The focus
is on the period from 1346 to 1521, that is, between the reigns of
Charles IV and Charles V. Geographically, the study is restricted
mainly to the Upper Rhine and Swabia; however, it constantly draws
upon different regions of the Empire for comparison.
The author looks at political culture, taking the approach produc-

tively employed for the early Middle Ages by Gerd Althoff, and for
the early modern period by Barbara Stollberg-Rilinger (p. 9). Thus,
Hardy presents an analysis of the political structures and the interac-
tions of various actors within the complex entity that was the south-
west of the Empire at the transition from the late Middle Ages to the
early modern period.
This approach is distinguished from the two previously predom-

inant interpretative models in the scholarship on the Holy Roman
Empire. The first, reflecting the strong intellectual influence of legal
and constitutional history, saw a ‘German Sonderweg’ leading from
‘territorial fragmentation’ to ‘territorial lordship’ (Landesherrschaft),
which, in teleological terms, produced the later nation-states. The sec-
ond model, based on Peter Moraw’s interpretation, identified a dual-
istic ‘imperial constitution’ (Reichsverfassung) with a strongly vertical
structure, which, during the fifteenth century, developed from the so-
called offene Verfassung of actors with few obligations to the crown or
one another, to more consolidated relations with stronger interaction
among those actors and with the crown (gestaltete Ver dichtung). By
contrast with these, Hardy is seeking a new, more holistic approach
to the late medieval Empire as a political unit.
The study consists of three main parts. These are preceded by a

compelling introduction, which, in addition to presenting the previ-
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ous interpretative models, also explains the geographical scope of the
study and its conceptual approach. The first part (‘Shared and
Interconnective Structures and Practices’, pp. 19–89) presents com-
mon and network-constituting political structures and practices in
the following four areas: a) Documentary Culture and Ritual, b)
Arbitration and Para-Judicial Mediation, c) Feuding and Warfare,
and d) Lordship and Administration. This general, descriptive part
refers to existing structures and their development by the various
political actors in the areas under consideration. Although it under-
lines the fragmentation and interconnection of the political land-
scape, it is less concerned with changes, ruptures, and innovations,
which would have permitted clearer statements to be made about
political culture. 
The second part (‘Associations and Associative Political Culture’,

pp. 91–176) covers associations, which the author defines as ‘quasi-
institutional frameworks’ (p. 91), that is, horizontal contractual rela-
tionships and ties, such as leagues and alliances and other treaty-
based relationships. He investigates them in a comparative perspec-
tive with regard to their forms, distribution, characteristics, variants,
functions, contents, and fundamental principles. The ubiquity of con-
tractual relationships of this sort in the various political spheres
becomes clear. The content and objectives of the contracts, however,
are derived primarily from the preambles and introductory formulas
of the contractual texts themselves. This predictably results in the
identification of the creation or restoration of peace and the common
good, and the representation of the relationships with the Empire as
the greater whole, as constituent features.
Parts one and two serve as the foundation for the third part

(‘Associative Political Culture in Action’, pp. 177–255), which uses
four case studies in an attempt to present an ‘associative political cul-
ture’ of the sort outlined on the basis of selected historical episodes
and developments: the so-called ‘Town War’ (c.1376–89); the reign of
Emperor Sigismund in Upper Germany (1410–37); Burgundian rule
on the Upper Rhine until the end of the Burgundian Wars (c.1468–77);
and the age of imperial reform under Emperors Frederick III and
Maximilian I, and at the start of Charles V’s reign, c.1486–1521. Two
maps at the front of the book provide geographical orientation, and
twelve figures, mostly from illuminated manuscripts, illustrate the
communicative acts essential for the existence of the associations. A
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comprehensive bibliography (pp. 265–87) and an index of names,
places, and subjects (pp. 289–302) ensure that the work will be useful
for future research.
With this model emphasizing the significance of ‘associative’

practices, the author offers a modification of previous interpretative
patterns. The late medieval Holy Roman Empire is seen as an ‘asso-
ciative entity’ (p. 260). It appears as a macrocosm of interwoven polit-
ical actors which, in his brief conclusion (pp. 258–64), the author
seeks to explain in terms of the contemporary image of the Quater -
nion. He suggests that a political culture characterized by ‘associa-
tions’ of this type reveals itself within the complex political reality of
the Empire, and that the interaction of the political elites can be bet-
ter explained by these ties than by vertical hierarchical relationships.
Attempts to foreground reciprocal relationships and flexible and
changeable ties that essentially rest on common interests, as Christian
Jörg, for example, has shown for the Upper German town alliances,1
go in a similar direction. The necessary departure from a view based
on Estates (Stände) or individual territories means that the approach
of a common ‘associative political culture’ can make a meaningful
contribution to interpretation. The study could have emphasized
more clearly the pragmatism of the individual political actors driven
by particular interests. When individual interests intersected, a com-
mon course of action by the various parties, transcending all status
and other barriers, seems to have been possible. Here, once again, we
see that a pragmatic view of the political realities takes us further
than any theoretical model.
The study is based not only on extensive work on sources in

numerous archives in Alsace, south-western Germany, Switzerland,
and Austria; it is also noteworthy for its exceptionally deep engage-
ment with the current state of German scholarship, as reflected in the
bibliography. The use of early modern German sources, which are
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1 Christian Jörg, ‘Städtebund—Herrenbund—Bündnisgeflecht: Beobach tun -
gen zu den politischen Rahmenbedingungen in den oberdeutschen Landen
im späteren 14. Jahrhundert’, Zeitschrift für Württembergische Landes geschichte,
77 (2018), 43–62; id., ‘Kooperation—Konfrontation—Pragmatis mus: Ober -
deutsche Städtebünde und Landfriede zur Mitte des 14. Jahr hunderts’, in
Hendrik Baumbach and Horst Carl (eds.), Landfrieden—epochen übergreifend:
Neue Perspektiven der Landfriedensforschung auf Verfassung, Recht, Konflikt (Ber -
lin, 2018), 51–84.



offered in English translation, thereby facilitating access to these
works for a wider anglophone readership, should also be mentioned.
Hardy’s interpretative model, drawing on a profound knowledge of
the sources and research, therefore offers the basis for the discussion
of a different conception of the late medieval Empire. This altogether
stimulating approach will lead to much productive debate.

ANJA THALLER is an Akademische Rätin in the Department of Medi -
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